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Mexico.
Humberto Rice Garcia, the PAN candidate who lost re
cent elections in Mazatllin and who is now heading up the
"alternate city government" which the PAN has installed in
the Sinaloa port city with so much fanfare, is a member of
one of the nastiest Hitler cult formations to arrive on the
Mexican scene in the past two years, Integral Human Devel
opment, Inc. (DHIAC). DHIAC's hard core includes the
coritrollers of Nazi paramilitary gangs, the GUIA and the
TECOS, based in Puebla and Mexico City.
- The PAN federal congresswomen from Chihuahua, Per

French press pursues
Genoud connection
by Thierry Lalevee

eza Ortuno, is directing preparations for the first national
congress of the Women's Civil Organization (Organizacion
Civil Feminina), the women's auxiliary of DHIAC.

Following the Dec. 31 terrorist bombings in Southern
France and Tripoli, Lebanon French press outlets, for the

Though the public side of the Nazi-communist alliance

fifth time in a week, have exposed the connections between

has only surfaced in the past two months, the two forces have

the terrorist network of "Carlos," the. Swiss-based Nazi In

collaborated for several years.

ternational banker Fran<;ois Genoud, and the Soviet and East

The PAN is consciously representing the tradition of the

German intelligence services who are directing the Carlos

bloody rebellion of backward peasants organized by Jesuit

Genoud terrorism against French and other targets from East

priests against the Mexican state in the late 1920s, the Cris

Berlin. In the Le Figaro of Jan. 4, counter-terrorist specialist

tero Wars. In 1980, the PSUM joined the PAN in demanding

J. C. Reix denounced the "Genoud networks" as behind

that the clergy, banned by the Mexican constitution from

Action Directe terrorists Bruno Breguet and Baader-Meinhof

participating in politics, be given rights not only to make

member Magdalena Kaupp, both associated with Carlos. The

political statements but to run for political office. It was a

French exposes have been followed by a similar expose from

political bombshell-but perhaps not that surP.rising, given

an unlikely source, West Germany's Stern magazine. whose

the fact that the "red" bishop of Cuernavaca, Sergio Mendez

editor, Henri Nannen, was part of Josef Goebbels's Nazi

Arceo, had started out his career as a Cristero in the 1930s.

propaganda operation.

The two parties similarly share a "greenie" hatred of

If the Soviets are directing terrorism against the French

advanced technology and industry. In April, 1981, when East

from bases in East and West Berlin (Carlos is proven to have

German anti-technology and peace movement guru Rudolf

moved back and forth freely), exposes of this fact begin to

Bahro visited Mexico, he was jointly hosted by the terrorist

make things extremely uncomfortable for such "neutralist"

ecologist PRT party and prominent factions of the PAN. The

politicians as West Germany's Foreign Minister Hans-Die

PAN's leading ideologue and former party president, Jose

trich Genscher and French Foreign Minister Claude Cheys

Angel Conchello, attended the Fourth World Futurists Con

son. The exposes, based on material originally developed by

ference in Washington, 1982, and sang the praises of E.

EIR, amount to a concerted political counterattack against

Schumacher ("Small Is Beautiful") as his greatest model next

those in Europe who intend to decouple from the United

to Milton Friedman. It was Conchello who, in the mid-1970s,

States in favor of a deal with Moscow. For example, Cheys

began to popularize the "successful economic policies" of

son was scheduled to go to East Berlin this month to inau

Hitler's Finance Minister, Hjalmar Schacht, as the correct

gurate a French cultural center. How can he do so when East

road for Mexico.

Germany has been shown responsible for terrorism in France?

Perhaps most serious from a security standpoint is that

France's only cultural center in West Berlin was blown up

these areas of ideological convergence map onto "on the

by Carlos last August, killing two persons. Investigations by

ground" alliances of terrorist-linked forces on the U.S.-Mex

the French DST and DGSE have now ascertained:

ico border. The paradigm is the "left" terrorist squatters

1) The international terrorist group associated with Ilich

movement called the Committee for PopUlar Defense (CDP)

Ramirez Sanchez, a.k.a. Carlos, was responsible for the

Le Figaro and other

in Ciudad Juarez, across the river from El Paso, Texas. The

Dec. 31 operations. As revealed in

CDP, which maintains active liaison with both the FALN

French media; French counterterrorist agencies know that a

and the Revolutionary Communist Party in the United States,

week before the bombings an eight-man team travelling with

was instrumental in the election of the first PAN mayor of

Pakistani, Tunisian, Turkish,. and Greek passports entered

CiudadJuarez in July, 1983. The PAN, for its part, has in the

France, then reached Marseilles on Dec. 31 (see EIR, Jan.

past turned out its members to join the funeral procession of

17).

a terrorist deployed jointly by the CDP and the Communist

2) The entire operation was guided by remote control

23rd of September League, responsible for repeated acts of

under the personal control of Carlos from his base in West

violence against U. S. diplomatic personnel in the early 1970s.

Berlin. Carlos only left West Berlin on Jan. 3 to reach East
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Berlin, where French intelligence, report the French media,
has been able to locate him precisely. Upon confirmation of
Carlos's presence in West Berlin Jan. 3, French teams moved
in�too late.
As investigations revealed, Carlos resides often in West
Berlin; his primary residence is East Berlin, where, accord
ing to the Jan. 7 issue of the French daily Le Matin. he lives
under the personal protection of East Germany's intelligence
chief, Gen. Markus "Misha" Wolff.
It appears, however, that he is also under the protection
of West Germany's Hans-Dietrich Genscher, whose foreign

Soviets and CFR
pressure Mitterrand
by Joelle Leconte

ministry surely knows of his movements into West Berlin. A
new aspect of this came to light when Agence France Presse

French President Fran«ois Mitterrand announced in mid-De

10 that the West German government is about

cember, during a state visit to Yugoslavia, that he would

to postpone the trial of Baader-Meinhof terrorist Gabrielle

soon issue an "original proposal" to resume the United States'

Tiedemann, presently in Swiss jails awaiting extradition to

arms-control negotiations with the Soviet Union. To this he

reported Jan.

West Germany, because Carlos has threatened terrorist ac

added some words of praise for the U.S.S.R.'s participation

tion against the trial. Other reports are that Genscher's office

in the victory over Nazism, and emphasized that "European

"forgot" to send Swiss authorities the extradition request on

harmony progresses through the French-Soviet dialogue."
What kind of initiative will the French government make?

time.
More is involved than postponing a trial: this is a major
backdown to Carlos and Soviet-backed terrorism, and an

Reading the Soviet government daily

lzvestiya of Dec. 30,

one discovers that during the Soviet-French talks at the Mos

invitation for them to proceed with their terrorist wave.

cow foreign ministry on Dec. 28-29, the January Stockholm

Genscher is endangering the security of NATO allies and

session of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe and disarmament was discussed-Hin particular pre

U.S. personnel on European soil.
According to Le Figaro of Jan. 9, Carlos maintains close

venting the arms race in space."

ties with the new generation of the Baader-Meinhof gang,

The hostility of President Mitterrand and especially of

Le

the foreign ministry to a beam-weapons defense is not new.

the "Revolutionary Cells." RC members are reported by

Figaro to have helped Carlos in the operation in Marseilles.

During his United Nations speech last September, Mitterrand

The RC are part of the terrorist clandestine branches of the

emphasized the need for disarmament talks and said that .he

5 in a 28-page report

might accept an accord among the five nuclear powers which

released by the pro-terrorist West German daily Tageszeitung

would limit modernization of the French strategic nuclear

that they would now lead the "peace movement" toward more

forces, if it would involve an agreement on three points,

peace movement; they announced Jan.

radical directions, including terrorist actions against the United

among them the establishment of a treaty banning any arms

States. The RC are suspected of being behind eight thefts of

race in space.

U.S. army trucks in the recent past, trucks authorities fear
could be used for Beirut-style kamikaze attacks.

Clearly, Mitterrand still does not understand the strategic
importance of President Reagan's new doctrine, which would

10, Le Monde ran a lengthy expose of Fran«ois

open an era of Mutually Assured Survival (MAS), offering

Genoud as the friend of Carlos and the financier behind Nazi

true disarmament for the first time by making nuclear missiles

Klaus Barbie's war-crimes trial lawyer Jacques Verges. The

obsolete.

On Jan.

5 issue of Stern magazine ran a four-page article expos

The Elysee has been put under strong Soviet pressure as

ing for the first time in West Germany the relationship be

there are at least three elements of Mitterrand's defense pol

tween SS officer Klaus Barbie, Verges, and Genoud.

icy the Soviets would like to wipe out:

Jan.

I) his relatively strong

Genoud is reportedly frantic over the public linkage of

commitment to the Atlantic Alliance (such as his support for

his name with Carlos; indeed, according to French sources,

the deployment of the Euromissiles in West Germany, and

the entire Swiss establishment is up in arms-after all, that

his general opposition to decoupling Europe from the alliance

establishment is linked to the Nazi International Genoud runs,

with the United States); 2) the program of modernization of

and has some very deep political deals with Moscow. Expo

the French strategic nuclear forces (the number of submarine

ses of Genoud may be only the first signal of operations aimed

launched warheads is planned to rise from 98 to

at unveiling the Fourth Reich character of Switzerland.

the French potential to carry out the production and deploy

The Swiss government has let it be known that it will

500), and 3)

ment of the neutron bomb.

wholly back Genoud. Swiss magistrates handling Genoud's

For the past year, the U.S.S.R. has not only launched a

complaints against several journalists have received orders

propaganda effort against the French neutron bomb, but has

to "teach the French a lesson."

threatened to include the French and British strategic forces
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